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About our
Research
As retailers look to grow their store
brands, many have realized that
innovation can be a powerful lever.
However, the question becomes,
how do you drive innovation in
store brands? Where should you
focus your efforts? What capabilities
and practices are most important?
Kalypso and Indiana University
joined forces on research to answer
these questions. We surveyed a
large number of retailers, mostly
representing the grocery and
convenience store sectors (see
Appendix for profile of survey
respondents). Perspective was
obtained from different functional
areas, including category

management / merchandising,
product development / store brands
and procurement. This allowed
us to see interesting differences in
perception across these functions.
Suppliers (e.g., co‑packers,
manufacturers, ingredient/raw
material suppliers, packaging
suppliers and design agencies)
were also surveyed so that we
could include their perspective
on innovation in store brands.
In this eBook, we’ll share
our most interesting findings
about the capabilities that
are important for store brand
success, as well as practical
suggestions for driving more
innovation in your store brands.

68% of retail respondents say that store brands are
becoming increasingly important to their company.
However, only 56% of retail respondents say that their
store brand business has grown since last year. Given the
importance of store brands, why aren’t more retailers seeing
growth in this area? Our experience indicates that the store brand
strategy has a lot to do with how the business is performing.
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The Current State of
Store Brand Innovation

The “fast follower” strategy focuses on ‘me too’ products
that are similar to existing national brands, but offered at
lower price points. The primary objective with this strategy
is margin and since products are simply being imitated,
innovation doesn’t play a role in achieving success.
The “differentiated innovator” strategy focuses on building
unique store brands that offer differentiated products that address
a consumer need not currently met by the existing national
brands. Innovation is very important to developing differentiated
products. This strategy also offers the most value for the
organization in terms of driving profitable growth and loyalty.
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There are two strategies that retailers typically follow with respect
to store brands; “fast follower” and “differentiated innovator”.
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Retailers do seem to recognize the value of differentiated store brand products
as 62% of retail respondents in our survey indicated that senior leaders
are committed to innovation in store brands. However, only 21%
of retail respondents indicate that their store brand assortment is
characterized as “differentiated”. This gap shows that there is work to be
done in developing innovative products that solve unmet customer needs.
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The Importance of
Differentiated Products

One large national grocer has publicly attributed recent sales growth
to their “innovative private brands”. The COO was quoted as saying,

— Company Statement
This example underscores the importance of differentiated
products that address unmet customer needs.
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“This has been a huge home run… We plan to continue
developing innovative products that solve unmet needs
and that our customers won’t find anywhere else.”
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“COMPETITION” is mentioned slightly more often than “CUSTOMER”. This
seems to imply that too much focus on the competition and not enough on the
customer might be playing a role in the lack of innovation in store brands.
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“innovation” means to their organization, “NEW” is the most frequently
mentioned word. This is expected. Interestingly, we also saw that that
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Further illustrating this opportunity to stay focused on meeting customer needs is
how retailers are defining innovation. When we ask retailers what
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Factors Strongly Associated
with Store Brands Growth
Statistically Significant Factors Tested
Strongest association
with store brand growth
statistically significant
95% confidence

We have an effective process to drive internal strategic alignment on new products
Product development activities are aligned to category goals, strategies, and assortment plans
There is vocal support and advocacy for store brands from Senior leaders
It is clear how store brands fit into the company strategy
Internal functions involved in product development innovation have clear roles and responsibilities
Cross functional teams from around the organization work effectively when it comes to new product development
We have the internal skills and resources to effectively drive innovation of new products

Association with store brand
growth statistically significant
90% confidence

Suppliers are engaged early in the product development process
Suppliers are key participants with defined roles throughout the product development process

Factors Tested, But Not Statistically Significant
Senior leaders across the organization are committed to innovation in store brands.
Resources and time are available to get new product ideas off the ground.
Innovation efforts in store brands are rewarded.
Risk taking in product innovation with adequate controls and measurement is encouraged
There are specific innovation goals and objectives for our store brands.
Store Brand innovation goals and objectives are broadly communicated across the organization.
There is clear alignment between Store Brand innovation goals and the companies’ strategic position and objectives
There is consensus and understanding of Store Brand innovation goals throughout the organizations.
Consumer segments for store brands are clearly articulated
Consumer insight for product innovation comes from multiple sources
Customers are regularly given the opportunity to provide direct input into product development
New product innovation concepts are tested with consumers at multiple stages of the development process
New store brand product ideas are discussed and evaluated by employees from many different functional areas
We use technology (e.g., PLM or PPM) to facilitate innovation in our new product development process
We carefully evaluate processes and technologies to improve our product development process
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Factors Strongly Associated
with Store Brands Growth
As important as it is, innovation is not easy. While innovation is an imperative
for growth, most innovation efforts fail to deliver. Our experience indicates that
50-70% of new products fail to meet their in-market objectives. Efforts
to improve results often do not succeed. In fact, our experience also indicates
that 70% of large scale organizational change initiatives fail.
Despite these numbers, retailers can achieve success with innovation efforts and
drive business results. In our research, we assessed 23 factors to find out which ones
are most strongly associated with year-over-year growth in store brands.
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Over the next few sections, we’ll discuss the top six
factors and how you can take action. Given their statistical
significance, we believe these are the areas where decision
makers should focus in order to drive store brand success.
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Alignment on New Products
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Factors Strongly Associated with Store Brands Growth

The factors most strongly associated with store brand growth have to do with internal
alignment. Retailers who have grown their store brand business are more than 2X as
likely to indicate that they have an effective process to drive internal strategic alignment
and that product development activities are aligned to category strategies and plans.
Our experience also indicates this is critically important when trying to innovate.
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Sometimes

35%

22%

Sometimes

19%

2%
5%
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6%

"Product development activities
are aligned to category goals,
strategies and plans”

Almost
Always

Rarely

Never

"We have an effective process to
drive internal strategic alignment”

Store Brand Business
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35%
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Store
Brands/
Product
Development
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15%
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However, of particular interest is the difference in perception of alignment
between Merchandising/Category Management and that of Store Brands /
Product Development. Merchants are 2X more likely than store brands or
product development teams to say that there is almost always an effective
process for achieving internal strategic alignment on new products.

“We have an effective process
to drive internal strategic alignment”
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35%
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Store
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Merchants are also 4X as likely to say that product development goals are
almost always aligned to category goals, strategies and assortment plans.
The lack of alignment between these two key functional areas could be a significant
contributor to not achieving desired results from innovation in store brands.
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How should retailers address the alignment barrier? Formalize a disciplined store brands
decision making process to obtain consistent and regular engagement of all key
stakeholders. The process should enable systematic, periodic reviews of product development
within store brands, with the goal of linking the business/category strategy with store
brand product development priorities. This will ensure cross-functional buy-in that you
are working on the right efforts. A disciplined process also facilitates better collaboration
because everyone knows what is expected to happen and when it will happen.
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Taking Action

Consumer packaged goods and other manufacturers accomplish this with their portfolio
management processes, tools and governance. It’s a leading practice that retailers should
borrow. McKinsey & Company has published their own research that confirms this as
a leading practice: “Over 80% of successful innovators have a well-understood
portfolio-management process in place to evaluate and prioritize projects.1”
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Furthermore, the process should strive for agreement on strategic shared
goals and corresponding key performance indicators (KPI’s) for new products.
To be most effective, the decision making process should also include alignment
meetings at the working levels, as well as appropriate cross-functional governance
with periodic senior level reviews to provide practical strategic guidance.

1 “The Eight Essentials of innovation performance”, December 2013, McKinsey & Company
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Effective Cross-Functional Teams
with Clear Roles and Responsibilities
Our research also shows strong
correlation between retailers who
have an effective process for strategic
alignment and those that have clear
functional roles and responsibilities.
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Almost
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Almost
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Clear roles and responsibilities

Almost
Always

“Internal functions involved in
New Product Development
have clear roles/responsibility”
Never

Correlation Between Clear
Roles and Effective Teams

Retailers who have grown their store
brand business are 2X as likely to have
clearly defined roles and responsibilities.
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13%
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Factors Strongly Associated with Store Brands Growth
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Clear roles and responsibilities goes hand-in-hand with having an effective
product development process that drives results. In our research, clear roles and
responsibilities correlates strongly with having consensus on store brand innovation goals
and achieving strategic alignment. This tells us that new product development teams have
better role and responsibility clarity when the organization has done a good job of setting
and communicating innovation goals, and ensuring strategic alignment. Implementing
an alignment process and agreeing on innovation goals are also key factors for ultimately
achieving effective cross-functional teams.

Having Clear Roles Helps
with Strategic Alignment
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The last recommendation to help drive more effective cross-functional teams is to
reward innovation. Rewarding store brand innovation efforts promotes effective
collaboration across functions involved with new product development. Rewards
and recognition incentivize employees to develop and champion ideas and generates
internal buy-in around the value of innovative store brands.
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Never

Having Clear Roles Plays
a Role in Building Consensus

Clear roles and responsibilities

Clear roles and responsibilities

Almost
Always
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Taking Action
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Factors Strongly Associated with Store Brands Growth
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The Right Skills and Resources
We also found strong correlation
between the use of technology
(e.g., product lifecycle management –
PLM, project and portfolio management
– PPM) and having sufficient skills
and resources to drive innovation.

Our research found that retailers who
indicate they almost always or often
have the skills to drive innovation of
new products are 2X more likely to
have grown their store brand business.
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1

GROWING

Store Brand Business
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Consider the potential benefit of adding – or improving your use of –
software systems like PPM and PLM. PPM solutions play a key role in managing
resources, but more importantly, they can also help retailers obtain accurate data to
consistently and easily report out to the organization on the development progress
of new store brand products. Automated PPM solutions also enable dynamic
strategic decision making and prioritization of efforts.
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Taking Action

Similarly, PLM (product lifecycle management) solutions can help to streamline the
product development process and enable better, more effective collaboration with
suppliers. These software systems help to facilitate innovation within the product
development process and also help get more done with fewer resources.

Extended
Product Lifecycle
Management Platform

PPM: Choosing
the Right Projects

PLM: Doing
Projects Right

ERP: Managing Business
Transactions
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Design & Other Tools
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Taking Action
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“Vocal support & advocacy
from senior leaders”
6%

0%
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6%
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25%

29%

31%

Almost
Always

It’s impossible to accomplish any of
the above without the support and
advocacy of senior leadership. Our
research shows that retailers who
almost always or often have vocal
support from senior leaders are
over 60% more likely to have
grown their store brand business.
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GROWING

Store Brand Business

Make it a priority to ensure that senior leaders actively advocate for
innovation in store brands. Senior leaders should also clearly indicate how
innovation in store brands fits with the overall company strategy. They should be the
ones to lead the charge to have specific, measurable innovation goals that align with
corporate objectives. In addition, they should ensure wide communication across the
organization that encourages open dialogue about driving product innovation.
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Vocal Senior
Support
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Factors Strongly Associated with Store Brands Growth
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Supplier Engagement
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Factors Strongly Associated with Store Brands Growth

While less than 20% of retailers indicate that they almost always involve suppliers are
engaged early in the process or are key participants with defined roles, the retailers
who do involve them are also more likely to have grown their store brand business.
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The good news is that 42% of suppliers believe retailers are
collaborating more than they were last year. 51% of suppliers also
responded that all or most of their retail partners asked them to
collaborate on new product development, which isn’t too bad.
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13%

Rarely Never

0%
3%

“Suppliers are key participants with defined roles
throughout the product development process”

Sometimes

Never

6%

Rarely

“Suppliers are engaged early in
the product development process”
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Taking Action

Growing Store Brands through Innovation

However, 63% of suppliers indicate that none or only a few retail partners have
asked them to participate in the ideation or concept development process.
This is a big missed opportunity for retailers. Suppliers have a lot of expertise in areas
in which retailers do not. Retailers can extend their capabilities and improve their
ability to innovate by truly partnering with suppliers much earlier in the process.

We see a similar disconnect when it comes to perceptions of the importance or
emphasis on store brands. 68% of retailers say that the importance of store
brands is growing, but only 52% of suppliers say retailers have more emphasis
on store brands than the previous year. Ensuring that suppliers understand the
organization’s commitment to innovation will help obtain their valuable support –
support that is needed to achieve store brand goals.
To focus your efforts, we recommend selecting strategic suppliers to serve as
key partners for your innovation efforts. These should be the suppliers with whom
you already have a strong relationship and those that have demonstrated innovation
capabilities aligned with your strategic goals. Once these suppliers have been selected,
get them involved early in the process, before decisions have been made. This will
enable you to expand the conversation to what’s possible.
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A good starting point is for retailers to communicate the importance of store brands
to their suppliers. Only 43% of suppliers indicated that all or most of their retail
partners are strongly committed to new product innovation in store brands,
while 64% of retailers responded that their senior leaders are almost always,
or often committed to innovation in store brands. These findings illustrate a big
disconnect.
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Consumer Involvement in the Process
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Factors Strongly Associated with Store Brands Growth

As discussed earlier, retailers don’t appear to have enough focus on customer needs when
it comes to store brand products. This is further illustrated by the low number of retailers
who have clearly defined customer segments: only 16%. A similar percentage indicate
they involve consumers in the product development process.

The first step towards engaging the consumer is to define customer segments.
Retailers must know who they are targeting in order to engage them. The good news is
that 50% of retailers say that consumer insight almost always or often comes from multiple
sources. Retailers need to turn their focus towards ensuring that the consumer is one of
those sources.
Rapid strategic experiments are another way for retailers to gather, analyze and
act upon feedback from consumer engagement during product development.
This is an opportunity that the majority of retailers are missing. Less than a third of retailers
iterate with consumers. This is also confirmed by the supplier’s perception of whether or
not retailers conduct strategic experiments. Strategic experiments are different than pilots.
They are intended to facilitate testing and learning through very short cycles vs. determining
if something is successful when implemented. Leading consumer packaged goods (CPG)
companies leverage strategic experiments to help them quickly test assumptions and
unknowns, while lowering risk. This is a practice that retailers should mimic.
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Taking Action
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in order to gain the most value
from rapid experimentation:

Growing Store Brands through Innovation

Key Things to remember
Adopt an 80/20 mentality
Outsource missing skill sets
Engage consumers/
users as soon as possible
Use short feedback loops
Fail often to succeed sooner!
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Adjust as needed
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If managed well, innovation drives growth. This research from Kalypso and Indiana
University has identified a number of starting points where retailers should focus to
drive results from innovation in store brands.
However, to achieve a sustainable step-change in innovation performance,
organizations should understand that innovation transformation is a journey.
The journey should start by taking stock to understand where you are today, in terms of
capabilities and results, and comparing that to where you want to be. You can then prepare
and build the organizational skills that are needed to drive results from innovation. This will
enable you to institutionalize your innovation process and build in the mechanisms
to continuously learn from your results and sustain innovation results.

PREPARE

BUILD

SCALE

SUSTAIN
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TAKE STOCK

Growing Store Brands through Innovation

The Innovation Transformation Journey
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Where are you on your Journey?

Let’s Take Stock and see.
Contact Kalypso to help your leadership team “Take Stock.”

Kalypso is a global innovation consulting firm. We work with organizations
to deliver better results from innovation. For more information, visit kalypso.com.
Follow Kalypso on Twitter @KalypsoLP and on Facebook at Facebook.com/KalypsoLP.
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Profile of Survey Respondents
Specialty
Other
Mass/
Club 4%

4%

Dollar Drug Store

2% 1%

4%

Marketing

6%
Procurment

SECTOR

49%

13%

Convenience
Other

15%

19%

Store Brands/
Product Development

ROLE

36%

Supermarket

49%

Merchandising /
Category Managment

Ingredient/
Raw material
Supplier
9%
Design Agency/
Graphic Designer

9%

23%

Manufacturer

12% SUPPLIERS

Other

15%

32%

20%
Manager/
Staff/Other

Co-packer/
Contract manufacturer

66%

VP or above

LEVEL
14%

Director
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Packaging
Supplier
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Learn more at viewpoints.io/storebrands

